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BRUNO GRANGÊ 

www.grange.com.br - bruno@grange.com.br - +55-19-99294-3845 - +1-260-5GRANGE (472643) 

OBJECTIVE 

Act in the IT area, preferably as a Software Engineering Manager, Architect or Tech Lead.  

EDUCATION 

 Studying Post-Graduation in Distributed Software Architecture at PUC Minas (since 2022).  
 Post graduated in Strategic Enterprise Management by UNICAMP - Institute of Economics in 2014.  
 Certified in Project Management by NSI- Northern Sydney Institute, Australia in 2011; and by UNICAMP in 2014.  
 Bachelor of Sciences in Computer Sciences by Metodista do Rio de Janeiro in 2003.  

QUALIFICATION 

 Professional with twenty years of experience in the IT industry, having worked in application development, technical 
team leadership, business analysis, pre-sales, and project management.  

 In-depth knowledge of development and infrastructure of APIs, Microservices, Java, DBs, Mobile, and Web.  
 Conducted several project management activities following PMI, ITIL and, Agile practices, including demand control, 

iterative schedule negotiation, scope, and feasibility analysis; ensuring compliance with the deadlines, costs, and quality 
required by customers.  

LANGUAGES 

 Fluent in the English Language - permanent resident of Australia (lived and worked in Sydney from 2010 to 2012); 
IELTS certified with score 7/9; undertake the 13 semesters course at CCAA (1991 to 2000).  

 Advanced in the Spanish Language - studied at COINED in Buenos Aires, Argentina (2009).  

CERTIFICATIONS 

 IBM Certified IT Specialist 
 Scrum.org Certified Professional Scrum Master (PSMI) 
 ITIL Foundation Certificate in IT Service Management v3 
 IBM Certified Solution Designer - Rational Unified Process (RUP) v7.0 
 IBM Certified Specialist - Rational Team Concert v3 
 IBM Certified Associate - Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
 IBM Certified Associate Developer - Collaborative Solutions 
 IBM Certified Database Associate - DB2 UDB v8.1 

PUBLICATIONS 

 Best Practices for Building Web Applications for Domino 8, book/wiki created by IBM Redbooks.  

VOLUNTEERING 

Volunteer for ADRA (Adventist Development and Relief Agency); for the Street Store NGO events; and for Rio 2016 
Olympics and Paralympics Games in the International Protocols area.  
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TECH SKILLS 

- AppDev: developed Java applications using related frameworks, including Spring Boot (Web, Core, Data, Security, 
Actuator, Batch, Cloud, Netflix), Log4J2, JPA, Hibernate, JUnit, Mockito, Maven and Gradle; created microservices and 
REST APIs; designed APIs interfaces with Oracle API Gateway; experienced coding and consuming Web Services, including 
Swagger and WSDL contracts; used Stoplight and Swagger UI for API design and documentation; integrated legacy systems 
with ERP, CRM, and BI; wrote complex SQL commands and queries, including stored procedures, functions, views, and 
triggers; wrote programs with IntelliJ, Visual Studio Code, Eclipse, etc.; removed vulnerabilities in external libraries with Snyk; 
analyzed Splunk and New Relic logs; generated reports with Crystal Reports and Cognos; implemented robotic process 
automation with Selenium and UIPath; developed basic Android applications, experienced with relational databases like DB2, 
MySQL, Oracle, and SQL Server; used No-SQL databases like MongoDB; basic knowledge of SAP; wrote XML/XSLT 
artifacts and variants, translated and internationalized global applications; used Git (GitHub, GitLab, BitBucket) and SVN 
repositories for code management; guaranteed code quality and security with Sonarqube and SonarCloud; created Cypress end-
to-end testing scripts; designed BDD component tests with Cucumber; ran load tests with Locust; managed SCM 
configuration with Optimizely; basic usage of the Kotlin language; used event stream and messaging systems for asynchronous 
computing like Kafka and RabbitMQ;  interconnected enterprise applications with SOA using Oracle Service Bus.  

 
- Web: developed applications using NodeJS, PHP, .NET, and JSP; led the development of sophisticated web apps; good 

experience with JavaScript and interactive HTML 5; used AJAX and JSON capabilities for Website using the MVC model; 
used libraries such as jQuery and Dojo; designed Apps using JavaScript frameworks, including Angular and React; 
understanding of APIs; knowledge of models like Material Design and Bootstrap; wrote CSS style sheets; experienced with 
SEO; achieved high expertise with WordPress and Joomla CMS Portals; deployed e-commerce Websites using Magento and 
Prestashop; implemented open source solutions using: PHPbb forum, phpMyAdmin administrator and other OSS; integrated 
social media tools, including OpenSocial, Facebook, Twitter, etc.; checked security and accessibility using tools such as 
Rational AppScan; adhered and reviewed W3C standards; used URL and HTTP methods capabilities; experienced with 
authentication and session management with JWT and cookies; designed state-of-art web applications for Domino with 
XPages; integrated and customized SharePoint and Connections environments.  

 
- Design: applied Scrum principles while working as a Scrum Master in several projects; managed applications’ lifecycles; 

followed PMI principles for leading projects, including integration, scope, time, cost, quality, HR, communication, risk, and 
procurement management; designed software architecture; used Agile software development methodology; made use of the 
Rational processes; designed and analyzed UML diagrams with products like Enterprise Architect and Lucid; used Jira, 
Confluence, Rational Team Concert, Project, and Trello for management; wrote technical documents; created relational 
databases diagrams; implemented automated testing; managed the utilization of reuse components.  

 
- SysAdmin: managed environments and features on Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, Heroku, Google Cloud; Mongo 

Atlas, Cloudamqp and Confluent; supported integration pipelines and continuous delivery with DevOps tools (CI/CD); used 
Azure DevOps, Jenkins, and Git Hub Actions for builds and automation; knowledge of application services, including Apache 
HTTPd, Oracle WebLogic, IBM Websphere Application Server, Apache Tomcat and JBoss; created virtual environments and 
containers with Docker, Kubernetes, Argo CD, Istio, Helm chart templates, Xen Server, VMWare, and VirtualBox; used Istio 
to connect, secure e observe services; administered Windows and Unix* servers (including Linux distros and IBM AIX); good 
notions programs like SSH and FTP clients and editors (like puTTY, Filezilla, VI); worked in large datacenters environments; 
wrote and executed shell scripts; setup LAMP environments; experienced with TCP/IP network concepts, including firewalls, 
DNS, VPN, DHCP, and other; configured routers, NAS, and wireless networks; provided level 2 and 3 support.  
 

EXPERIENCE 

 AB INBEV (CAMPINAS, BRASIL)  
- Biggest brewery in the world, working in Ambev Global Tech’s BEES Platform.  
Activities: Engineering coordination, application development (since 10/2020). 
Coordination of a back-end development team for the BEES, one of the biggest e-commerce apps in the world. 

Responsible for leading several microservices from the Digital Identity suite, including: Accounts, Credit, Fulfillment, Vendor, 
Metadata, Delivery windows (formerly for the Orders suite, including: Invoices, Order Transparency, Order Notification). 
Microservices’ SLAs adherence. Management of the technical team learning roadmap and career. Design of performance 
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improvements and fine-tuning. Integration of microservices to ERPs, message-brokers, and databases. Organization of 
brainstorms between the back-end and front-end teams. Setup of interviews and people recruitment. Adherence to the 
contracts and security requirements. Establishment of high-quality standards using pipeline-level unit, component, contract, 
E2E, and performance tests. Conduction of regular one-on-one feedback meetings. Management of vendors consultants. Use 
of vanguard cloud-based CI/CD tools, Design of software with the team architect. Planning of environment on-demand 
elastic scalability. Management of SCM. Designed of APIs and other documentation. Support with project management 
errands. Organization of technical refinements. Management of the team's timesheet and vacation plans. Setup integrated and 
user acceptance tests with global stakeholders. Participation in complex discussions about platform architecture and 
improvements. Support on off-shift deployments.  

 ZUP (CAMPINAS, BRASIL)  
- Digital transformation and innovation company from the Itaú group focused on application development.  
Activities: Application development (from 03/2020 to 10/2020).  
Back-end development for Banco Itaú, in the Home and Menus squad. Functionality distribution for the Android and IOS 

Super APP. Support with team management, schedules, and delivery. Information collection and interface with clients for 
estimates and problem-solving. Analysis and design of internal or legal solutions, such as central bank demands. 

 GLOBAL HITSS (CAMPINAS, BRASIL)  
- America Movil's group company, holding the brands’ Claro Brasil, NET, and Embratel.  
Activities: Application development, project management, technical lead (from 02/2016 to 03/2020).  
Development of Web applications, integrations, microservices, and mobile APPs. Solution development using Java and 

various languages and market frameworks. APIs gateway design. RPA apps development (robotic process automation). 
Integration of ERPs, CRMs, and legacy systems using solutions like APIs and WebServices. Attended Oracle corporate 
training. Creation of a free English language study group. Project management of several internal demands. Client visits to the 
requisite collection, including NET, Claro, and Petrópolis. Creation of commercial client proposals. Reorganization of the 
corporate application servers’ and other DevOps initiatives. 

 ISW (SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA)  
- Awarded-winning Australian IT company with an important role in Asia/Pacific.  
Activities: Technical lead, project management, pre-sales, consulting (from 11/2010 to 05/2012).   
Management of a diversified portfolio of projects for various clients, including 3M, Cochlear, Rio Tinto, Landmark, 

Centennial Coal, Queensland’s State government, GHD, and others. Regular business travels for several Australian cities, 
including Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane Hobart, and Newcastle. Execution of pre-sales and sales team support activities. 
Participation in IBM training events in a set of technologies. Client relationship management of several accounts and report to 
the directors. Close contact with IBM Software’s technical and sales teams. Active participation in the design of various 
applications, including the workflow and e-commerce systems. Worked with analysis, development, implementation, and 
support of projects. 

 IBM (CAMPINAS, BRAZIL)  
- One of the world's biggest enterprises for hardware, software, and services.  
Activities: Architecture, technical lead, business analysis (from 06/2004 to 10/2010 – 06/2012 to 01/2016). 
Work with project management, architecture, technical leadership, development, and maintenance on several applications, 

including SiteServ, Lease Management Information System, Worldwide Building Database, Badge Requests, Opportunity 
Approval Tracking, DealWorkflow, Announcement Information Tool, IBM Club, Market Intelligence; bluemine and others. 
Management of an internal account with more than seventy professionals. The lead of the innovation governance for the 
groupware team. Acted as an academic ambassador for recruiting students in universities. Coordination of the IBM 
Collaboration technical community. Mentoring of professionals. Speaker at seminars.  

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES 

SONDA PROCWORK, Consultant (two years); WJ INFORMÁTICA, IT analyst (three months); UNIVERSIDADE METODISTA 
DO RIO, IT instructor (three months); CYBERLYNXX, IT analyst (1 year e 3 months);  HOSTNET INTERNET, Support analyst 
(three months); FMC TECHNOLOGIES, IT Technician (one year), RIOLUZ - Trainee (six months).  


